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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

This story is about coming to terms with the disgusting fact that we really are facing the bulldozer

of the Great Reset — and about working toward the quickest victory of humanity over the algorithm.

It is about the big picture, history, tapping into our strength, and being inspired but the courage of

our ancestors.

The Lifeless Existence the Technocratic Swindlers Want to Impose on Us

The life that the technocrats want to impose on us is lifeless. The marketing brochure makes it look

like we are going to enjoy the comforts but really, this kind of life is more or less an endless lonely

scream behind the glass!

For a taste of living in a digitally controlled reality, please meet Thales’ Digital ID, the “best

companion” of a very lonely young woman featured in the ad. Notably, the commercial starts with a

reminder of a mandatory vaccination, how appropriate!

Here is a 2017 ice cream commercial, seemingly alluding to Stanley Kubrick’s “2001: A Space

Odyssey.” This commercial is so dystopian that words don’t do it justice.

And here is a scary 2019 bit from BBC about a kid who wants do to away with her body so that she

can “be data” in a transhumanist world and “live forever” (what a cruel scam).

Underneath It All, It’s About the Soul

I believe that the absurd, authoritarian condition that we are facing is a way of dealing with

unresolved spiritual issues that our species has accumulated. It’s an opportunity to expel our

ghosts, heal our wounds, and go back to our roots.

Since we cannot just close our eyes and pretend that the attempt at the abusive Great Reset isn’t

here full force, we might as well turn this situation of abuse into a way of remembering our

strength, love, and clarity — and tap into them all the way. And then work at it until we win!

I believe that the key ingredients of eventually succeeding in the battle against transhumanism are

doing everything from love in our own lives, being our absolute best, and leaving the rest to the

universe. The neurotic principle that the technocrats are driven by is like a contagious ghost, it can

jump person to person — so not allowing it in our own lives is extremely powerful against

technocracy.

The mind of a technocrat is driven by the need for mechanical control, it comes from a broken spirit

and a fear of everything natural — and since the malady is at its root spiritual, I believe the answers

are also spiritual, with practical answers and actions varying greatly from person to person, and no

formula about it.

There is no formula but this horrible situation is a major opportunity for us to come alive at last —

completely and fully alive. Unapologetically alive. Dance and sing and not give in to fear no matter

what — and do it with love.

Nothing Is New Under the Sun

What we are dealing with today is new and shocking to us because for many of us, it is perhaps the

^rst time in our lives that we are dealing with abuses on such a massive scale — but it is not new in

the absolute sense, and many people had to do with similar and worse pressures and dangers in

the past.

For example, here is the story I wrote — based on my own observations — about the parallels

between the “COVID health response” and the realities of the Soviet Union, called, “On the Soviet

Man and the Groundhog Day.”

Throughout the history of our species, abuses have been rampant, and tyrants and atrocities have

been many. There have been many unjust wars, and pillage, and slavery, and serfdom, and religious

reforms, and censorship, and forced sterilization.

And even the government abuses of the COVID vaccination campaign are not original as they eerily

repeat what happened during the vaccination campaign against smallpox — which is kind of

stunning. In the words of the author who goes by “Midwestern Doctor”:

“The original smallpox vaccine was an unusually harmful vaccination that was never tested

before being adopted. It increased, rather than decreased smallpox outbreaks. As the

danger and ine?cacy became known, increasing public protest developed towards

vaccination. Yet, as smallpox increased, governments around the world instead adopted

more draconian mandatory vaccination policies.

Eventually, one of the largest protests of the century occurred in 1885 in Leicester (an

English city). Leicester‘s government was replaced, mandatory vaccination abolished, and

public health measures rejected by the medical community were implemented. These

measures were highly successful, and once adopted globally ended the smallpox epidemic,

something most erroneously believe arose from vaccination.”

By the way, the story of smallpox vaccination is truly fascinating, I highly recommend you read the

entire thing!

Lies, Exposed. Delusions, Shattered

The past two years brought to the surface lies and imbalances going back many, many years —

even centuries. Fear of nature and the ambition to “conquer” it from the position of mechanical

control goes a long way back — and it is hat ambition that seems to be driving the Davos crowd of

today.

The past two years have also exposed — in a very rough manner — the `imsy nature of many of our

basic political assumptions! Up until 2020, we as modern day Americans had certain ideas about

our rights and freedoms.

Many of us have probably never expected to ever deal with today’s level of absurdity, fraud,

lawlessness, and abuse in our lifetimes, in our own country. Even I, being born and raised in

Moscow, was convinced that the totalitarian trends have been left in the past … and yet here we

are …

And suddenly, we have to deal with cruel tyrants just like the people who had walked this Earth

before us. And just like those who walked before us, we have to look into our hearts for courage

and answers, and swim in the dark, and pray a lot, and give birth to a stronger version of ourselves

in the process. Turns out, the history hasn’t ended the moment we were born, and it’s our turn to be

brave!

When it comes speci^cally to COVID lies, I wrote about them in detail before in a story titled, “Are

We Living in a Dystopian Reality?” When it comes to the lies that are centuries old, here is a great

interview I did with Steven Newcomb about the Great Reset and the Doctrine of Domination.

Perhaps, in the eyes of our highly perched masters, we’ve never been free. Perhaps, the only things

that have palpably changed since 2020 are the length and the texture of our leashes — and while it

makes a major difference in the quality of our lives and it matters — the underlying principle of

“domination” has been built in the system all along. At least now that we see the leash and the yoke

with clarity, we can start working toward the original freedom.

The Source of Our Strength

We now know that the real joy and the real power are in the strength of our spirits and in our

connection to the people around us. We now know that many things that we have been taking for

granted can disappear in a blink of an eye — even the right to breathe like a free human being — but

love and strength remain, and it is from that place of love and strength that we need to push back.

We now know that loving, sincere human beings protect us better than anything else in the world.

I think that underneath it all, underneath all the crazy technology, the world is what is has always

been. And we need to do what people have been doing for millions of years, namely ^gure out who

we are and walk our path in dignity, solving challenges as they come at us.

The Value of Patience and Faith

I would like to make an unglamorous statement and propose that our best friends in this situation

are patience and relying on the universe in a humble manner. I think that they are our best friends

both spiritually and practically. Yes, we also need to do honest research, and yes, we also need to

push back against abuse in every available way — but I think all we do needs to be accompanied by

patience and relying on the universe in a humble manner.

The age of social media and promotional campaigns around “instagrammable” rebellion have given

even the best of us a bit of an illusion that pushing back produces near-instantaneous results.

The proximity of Twitter feeds makes it feel like we possess the same “in`uencing” power as the

richest people in the world, like it’s enough for us to “^gure things out” and recite our explanation

out loud, and the world will say, “Oh. Thank you for explaining the facts to us. Now we know, and

we’ll change our way!”

Of course, this never happens. In reality, we are up against a major bulldozer and thick collective

and individual habits and egos. Even though social media may make everything feel accessible,

which gives us an illusion of an equal footing with the richest people in the world by merely talking,

we don’t actually have an equal footing in the mechanical plane.

I believe we possess a lot of power (and I genuinely believe that we will win in the end) but our pour

lies in a different realm and works non-mechanically.

In practical terms, we can make fun of Klaus Schwab and Bill Gates all day (and I do it all the time)

but they and their masters are still going ahead with mandates, and Digital IDs, and programmable

money, and so on. They are going ahead like a bulldozer. So having patience is not only good but

necessary because we as we pray for the speediest victory for us, and as we work for it until we win

— we don’t know the timeline.

Stockdale Paradox

Jim Stockdale was a United States Navy vice admiral and aviator who spent seven years as a

prisoner of war in Vietnam. Personally, I think that the Vietnam war, like most modern wars, was a

shady one — which makes the story complex. But the “Stockdale paradox,” as described by author

Jim Collins, is stunning.

Here is the story. At one point Jim Collins met up with Jim Stockdale, and he asked him how he

prevailed while in prison.

“I never lost faith in the end of the story,” he said, when I asked him. “I never doubted not

only that I would get out, but also that I would prevail in the end and turn the experience

into the deKning event of my life, which, in retrospect, I would not trade.”

I didn’t say anything for many minutes, and we continued the slow walk toward the faculty

club, Stockdale limping and arc-swinging his stiff leg that had never fully recovered from

repeated torture. Finally, after about a hundred meters of silence, I asked, “Who didn’t make

it out?”

“Oh, that’s easy,” he said. “The optimists.” “The optimists? I don’t understand,” I said, now

completely confused, given what he’d said a hundred meters earlier.

“The optimists. Oh, they were the ones who said, ‘We’re going to be out by Christmas.’ And

Christmas would come, and Christmas would go. Then they’d say, ‘We’re going to be out by

Easter.’ And Easter would come, and Easter would go. And then Thanksgiving, and then it

would be Christmas again. And they died of a broken heart.”

Another long pause, and more walking. Then he turned to me and said, “This is a very

important lesson. You must never confuse faith that you will prevail in the end — which you

can never afford to lose — with the discipline to confront the most brutal facts of your

current reality, whatever they might be.”

To this day, I carry a mental image of Stockdale admonishing the optimists: “We’re not

getting out by Christmas; deal with it!”

Dealing With Today’s Pressures Has a Positive Side: It Helps Us
Remember Who We Are

In terms of both survival and pushing back against the abuse, each of us faces the need to ^gure it

out from the inside. Some of us have made major changes and moved to another country or state,

others are making appropriate adjustments where they are. Some are very public about pushing

back, some are focused on private lives. There is no one-size-^ts-all recipe for how to deal with the

onslaught of the “new normal” but it’s very important to listen to one’s heart and do what it says.

In practical terms, it’s probably a very good time to learn how to be more self-suecient (for

example, I am considering starting to grow food in an urban setting). It’s a perfect time to use cash

a lot. It’s a great time to invest into health, and maybe even to reasonably stock up on some foods

(but without panic, panic never helps).

But I think that of the most important thing might be establishing solid relationships with like-

minded people — and for most of us, this has been happening naturally in the course of the past

two years since the conditions made people’s general inclinations more transparent than before,

and kinship became more visible. Loving people provide the kind of security that we all need

(always, but especially now).

And the hope is that in the process of responding to these “interesting times,” we can get closer to

^guring out who we are in this world, and why we are here. And one day — we don’t know when, but

one day, this darkness will end, and we will laugh like children again. And we’ll heal but we’ll be

stronger and wiser. I think that’s the point.

About the Author

To ^nd more of Tessa Lena's work, be sure to check out her bio, Tessa Fights Robots.
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It is one thing to say "we should have the courage of our ancestors", but also quite different with today's technology. As for mind-control,

it is true that they were more isolated in terms of information, not having transportation and communication to see what was going on in

the rest of the world. However, they were still free to think and hold their own beliefs. Their bodies may have been ravages by disease and

malnutrition, but it was a different sort than what we see today as the adverse effects of vaccination and erstaz foods that affect huge

demographics.

Nor do many people have the extended family support systems of earlier times... or land under their feet. Considering all of this, it is

obvious that people need to do more planning for eventualities. We must control what we can in our lives. Esp. chilling is how people in

Crimea are asked to give up their nationality in exchange for a Russian passport which will also be used as an identity document to

control their lives.  As for the ^rst video, do you really need a nanny-state to do all those things for you? Are these things you want to do

or would do so frequently that you could not set aside more time? For example, I have lost all interest in international travel even though I

am multi-lingual.

It is the vaccinations, surveillance and simple unpleasantness of air travel. I have taken responsibility for my own life and created a

lifestyle and location where I am comfortable and content. I realize that, I may not always be able to change others, but I can change a lot

about myself and my own circumstances. No, I would not want the "mandatory" physical exam, either. I do not even trust the system to

determine whether I am healthy.  It seems, that, in most ways, a person, themselves, should know whether they are healthy. The physician

cannot undo what the patient will not do.
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My husband and I have been annoyed more than ever this year by Medicare calls asking us to come in for an annual checkup. They

are persistent and say they will call again, just in case we change our mind. When my husband asked what they could possibly

have to offer, they said they would review our prescriptions and see whether there were any more we needed--inc. those we could

get free or at a discount. They were astounded to learn that neither me nor my husband were on any prescription meds, did not

want any and were not enticed by the offer of free drugs. I conclude that one of the main goals of govt-controlled medicine is to

put people on drugs. Then, they can always put you on another drug to control the side effects of the ^rst drug.

The average senior is now on a dozen or more drugs. It becomes an unending and very pro^table cycle. -But, then, I do not think of

myself as a pro^t unit. I am often asked by others what alternatives they have to drugs. Many people will never take my advice

even when I tell them their case is so clear cut that alternatives will almost certainly resolve their problem. There are people who

would rather be dead than different. The fear of failure and being unconventional keeps many people trapped within the system. It

prevents them from taking charge of their lives and health.

It does not allow them to be successful. Do I think I am smarter than a doctor? In many cases, yes. How do I know this? Because I

often get results in cases where doctors are clueless and have nothing to offer. No one can know or do everything, but I am aware

of what I do know and can accomplish. During these times of shortages, I am making more of the remedies I need to restock my

medicinary. Being responsible for myself (and my husband and a few others) is my best option. I have few illusions about standard

medical care, although it may be helpful with trauma--but even so, you may not have access to medical care.
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Religions are also a form of mind control!
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"My husband and I have been annoyed more than ever this year by Medicare calls asking us to come in for an annual checkup." I

don't know whether you interact with Medicare direct, or through one of their outside management insurance companies like

BCBS, UHC, etc. I have gotten those pesky phonecalls in the past from my management company, but since I screen ALL my

landline incoming phonecalls with an external answering machine loud speaker (which one can't do with voicemail), as well as a

caller ID device, I avoid direct conversation with these annoyances, rather than directly talking with them, the less said, the better.

Avoid the Noid. cursed-commercials.fandom.com/.../Avoid_the_Noid  Wally has a great solid state answerer available that I use,

for $15.00, check it out. Radio Shack and others sell simple modular plug connected caller ID devices that you MIGHT have to

co-ordinate with your TELCO??? www.walmart.com/ip/AT-T-1740-60-Min-Record-Time-Digital-Answering-Syst..   ~~

www.ebay.com/itm/255333330649?chn=ps&_trkparms=ispr%3D1&amdata..
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I have never doubted that I am a survivor. When I was diagnosed with cancer and later told I might die--was given only a 20% chance at

5-year "survival"--"living with cancer" and maybe even dying one day later, my thought was not that I would die, but the struggle I faced. I

immediately asked myself what was involved in overcoming--how much misery, pain and unpleasantness I would have to endure and for

how long. What I would need to do to educate myself, ^ght the system and what resources I would need to ^nd. My ^rst thought was my

awareness of needing to make a plan and be responsible for my own recovery.
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I watch the economy, prepper videos and supermarket checkout lanes. I am horri^ed at some of the prepper advice out there and by what

I see in shopping carts. Many people have done so little to help themselves and seem to truly believe life can go on as they have always

known it. Many are unwilling to go online and experiment with recipes when some food they are unfamiliar with is widely available.

People also need to learn to cook from scratch with basic foods that can be used in many different ways. I am esp. appalled to see

people buying canned meats containing preservatives and even antibiotics. People are even complaining about the shortage of frozen

pizzas. As if, you could not make a decent pizza at home. I am shocked at the price of salad dressings and amazed people will buy such a

small bottle when they are so easy to make at home.

Or those expensive tiny cans of soup that are not even a pint can (and full of crap ingredients). No matter the time of year, there is always

some kind of food that is seasonal. Now, I can just hear the rebuttals saying they like this or that crap brand and it is “really good”. (I have

family members who say this and cannot understand why I will not eat at McDs.) What they really mean is that it tastes good because

their tastebuds are so jaded that they no longer recognize real food and refuse to pay attention to health information that is widely

available. Denial for immediate grati^cation. Addiction.  -continued-
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-continued- I do understand the need for some ready-to-eat meals and occasional desserts or other treats. However, in a crisis

situation, you practice gratitude and do not whine about missing dessert. I cannot imagine making excuses for doing otherwise.

There is something about the way children have been raised… The fact is, that, if you are more likely to be working hard, you will

not only need more calories than previously, but you will also need nutrient-dense calories. I see people loading up on cake mixes

and canned frostings—of all things. It does not occur to people that there may be no electricity for the oven, and no eggs-milk-oil to

add. You do not need to eat the cheapest kinds of `our, fat and so much sugar. (Your canned, powdered and boxed milk will need

to be reserved for more practical uses in a long-term crisis.) Most of the time, what little I do buy comes from a small discount

supermarket owned and managed by a family.

I am surprised at how many organic foods they can make available at a good price. Name brands I have con^dence in. I notice that

some things sit on the shelves forever, though. They absolutely cannot sell ^sh-farmed shrimp or scallops from China even though

they are almost giving them away. GMO foods, arti^cially-`avored sodas sweetened with aspartame and hot dogs do not sell well,

either. This store is patronized by many lower income people, but, even they, have educated themselves and do not want this crap.
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For married women with careers in urban settings, they don't have the time or energy to cook from scratch for their families, as

well as deep clean the home, do all the laundry. I guarantee there is not an equal division of labor in the modern home. You are

right though, very important to eat healthy, and also diecult, even organic food has glyphosate in it, unless one has the time,

energy and space to grow their own.
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DeDannon and all... Yes, some recipes take time. Find a few basic recipes your family likes and make enough so you have

leftovers. You can even buy organic lettuce in a bag if you have no garden. It never takes me more than a minute to make salad

dressing. (Dump vinegar and oil into an empty jar with a tight lid--jam, ketchup, mustard, etc.--add a few seasonings of your choice

and shake.) Soups can be made rapidly in a blender or vitamix as well as smoothies for breakfast. If you are at home for an hour

before mealtime, you can roast some root vegetables in the oven. If you are going to cook anything at all, it takes no longer to

poach a ^sh ^llet in water and lemon juice than to make hamburger helper.

If I am too tired to cook, we may have "breakfast for supper". I still travel out-of-town at least 2-3 days a week to work, so come

home needing to do laundry and replenish food, inc. packing food for travel. I must do what housekeeping, gardening and food

preservation I can when I am home. There are times when I must let housekeeping go. It is a matter of priorities. I get more done

at home over the winter, but also have more seasonal work at some times of year. Finally, many women are trying to do more than

they are physically capable of. It may be time to reevaluate where and how you live. Urban lifestyles can be very expensive.

A husband and wife can be a very eecient economic unit if one works to bring in income and the other saves it by doing things

money would otherwise buy. (or 1/2&1/2) It is not only about how much money you make, but how far it goes and what is left at

the end of the year. When ^rst married, we realized I could not afford to work. We would have lost tax deductions. I would have

needed a car, insurance and had other work-related expenses. I produced our own food--even more grocery savings nowadays. I

had time to shop sales. Then, there was the sanity factor. A doctor friend cut back on her hours due to high child care costs.
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The Great Reset bulldozer has been active for at least 60 years here in the USA. It is called Communism. Communism, in Western
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How to Deal With Tyranny: A Practical Guide
Analysis by Tessa Lena

The life that the technocrats want to impose on us is lifeless)

They are pushing for the Great Reset and 4IR like a bulldozer, and it is critical for us

to recognize it and have spiritual patience and total faith in our victory in the end

)

The historical perspective is important since we are not the ^rst people in history

faced with tyranny; our ancestors are a source of courage and inspiration

)

The absurd, authoritarian condition that we are currently experiencing can be turned

into an opportunity for remembering who we are in this world and connecting to more like-minded people

)

Human soul is much stronger than the algorithms, in the end human soul will win)
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The Great Reset bulldozer has been active for at least 60 years here in the USA. It is called Communism. Communism, in Western

societies, is a stealthy, deluding in`uence. It is like a fog bank that slowly creeps in over the landscape. It impedes progress and visibility

but offers nothing to come to grips with. It is like carbon monoxide poisoning. People know something is wrong but their minds are so

impaired they cannot ^gure out what it is. Americans currently need a lot more insights on Communist GOALS and TACTICS. I suggest

promotion of the book "The Naked Communist" by W. Cleon Skousen.

It is well written, very pertinent, easily understood, and somewhat strangely, makes courses in history, government, economics, and

religion far more interesting and personally relevant. (I am a retired engineer. In school I was not very interested in those topics).  Over

the past 60 years the Communists have succeeded in achieving 44 of the 45 goals. One more to go and someone can turn the key and

activate “The Apparatus”.  Insights gained from this book explain ALL the weird stuff we are seeing today: 1. The presence of fear,

confusion, anxiety, urgency, repetition. 2. Use of division, anger, blame, isolation.

3. The use of ridicule and unfounded accusations of disinformation, “conspiracy theories”, etc. 4. The widespread use of censorship,

suppression of contrary viewpoints and information. 5. The use of bribes, coercion, mandates, and threats of violence. 6. The

government breaking its own rules in the interest of "national security", "safety", etc. 7. Attempts to break up a sense of community.

Communism has certain weak points and can be defeated without resorting to war. But an informed and vigilant public is required.

Please be sure to read the book!
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Woodcarver
Joined On 3/20/2011 3:47:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I needed this today. It con^rms what I have been feeling about the Great Reset Bulldozer and what they want to create. We do have to

work on our humanity, and take back what is ours. The Divine does have our back, and each of us will play a role, great or small, in this

war for our true humanity by following our hearts, and not our egos. We will prevail, and let us focus on the end goal of real freedom when

it comes, and it will come.
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The author Tessa Lena provides some much needed and welcome observations. There is a spiritual battle in the "invisible" realm as well

as in the world.  If we allow the Globalist/Fascist darkness into our own soul it then manifests in the world. How then do we keep the

Light of God shining in our own consciousness? We have to ^nd a way of making space for the God within ourselves when we are faced

with subhuman forces. Otherwise we become victims of our own hatred and fear.  John Butler, an elderly farmer with some extraordinarily

simple and inspiring meditation videos can help with this. I enclose one called "The One I AM" in the hope that it will bring calm and the

much needed blessing of peace within: https://youtu.be/A_f6mLuog10
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lilitu_adamah
Joined On 2/1/2021 3:06:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do you think that life is made to suit you?  Not.  It is made to ^nd solutions wherever you are, otherwise ... what would be the meaning of

your presence here or of existence, if not the challenge of every moment of in^nity, of the immeasurable?  The devil or God, the kick in the

ass or the "caress on the head" are one and the same thing because they come from the same source, no matter what you call it.  The

devil's only role is to make you aware that you yourself are solely responsible for what is happening to you. Nothing is random. Everything

is "calculated" to wake you up.  In^nity throws baits at you in the hope that you will be caught in the "nets" of truth
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Joe_Below
Joined On 3/17/2020 11:04:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We already have tools as tyranny can't quite change its colors. Stand up for the Constitution and Bill of Rights.
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BicycleBoy
Joined On 6/26/2007 12:32:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Keeping Ukraine independent is a step in the right direction short term. It adds another player to the global scene. Global consolidation eg

UN, WHO etc leads to an easier takeover by one ideology where critical thinking is censored.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No surprise that there are food shortages, rising prices and declining quality. So, if you don’t want to have Mother Hubbard’s bare

cupboard, you are going to need to ^nd alternatives to the supermarket. How are you going to do that? You can take out the middleman

and save some money if you buy direct from the farmer, haul it home yourself and even learn to butcher and process meat. Not everyone

hunts, ^shes and gardens. Farmers and consumers need each other. -But already, some of the small farmers have more customers than

they need. Now, just who do you suppose will get priority and go to the top of their list? Will it be the person who stumbles around

helpless and is not knowledgeable about what they are buying or local butchering customs? Will it be the person who has a bazillion

questions about quality and can never seem to be satis^ed? Will it be the customer who always seems to be short of cash and asks if he

can pay later? The point I am trying to make is that farmers are going to, ^rst, do business with long term customers they have good

relationships with.

One of the few things we still buy occasionally is eggs. (We are grateful to also have eggs given to us, but we do run out.) Our favorite egg

lady takes great pride in her eggs, so we make sure to compliment her on how fresh the eggs are, how ^rm the shells and how dark the

yolks. We always have the correct amount ready for her in cash and will ask her whether she needs extra egg cartons. We call ahead and

always show up promptly when we say we will. It is just basic common courtesy. She recently told us that we are her “best” customer and

she always lets us know ^rst when eggs are available.  -continued-
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

-continued- Now conversely, we also try to help farmers sell their meat. Recently, we passed a message on that our neighbor

planned to butcher soon. We assured the buyer that the meat was excellent quality. (We know how hard this farmer works, too.)

Nothing seemed to go right. The potential buyer wasted a lot of the farmers time with many ridiculous questions indicating he

knew absolutely nothing about buying meat. He found fault with everything the farmer said and claimed the meat was not good

enough quality for his family. The farmer’s feelings were hurt.

Now, when there is no meat, who do you suppose will get priority? In our case, not only do we have game meat and seafood, but we

have even had to tell people who want to give us more that we are sorry, our freezers are full. And, yes, I have still been canning

meat and seafood. I share what we produce when we have it, too. We do not charge our neighbors. It is pretty much the old adage

about what goes around comes around. If you treat people well, most farmers are honest and will reciprocate.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for this, I was just talking to my women's group - shouldn't have been surprised at how many shop from out of our

farmer's market! I stopped a couple of years ago, wish I hadn't!
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djd_fr
Joined On 4/18/2007 12:53:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When we align our inner self with Good, we are strong, we can prevail. Yes, it will take time. Change on the individual level (practicing

Love, making peace, forgiving, freeing ourselves from all prejudice) can spread and over several generations, we will change this world.

This is a grassroots movement that the system cannot see. Read "The Revelation of Arès", a message from our Creator in 1974 and 1977,

because He foresaw all of this, warned us, and reminded us of our true nature which is body, mind and soul.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To my vaxxed former friends that spend hours on the couch watching sports and will no longer hear me I send them this.

www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/04/update-jaw-dropping-769-athletes-coll..
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alanegusa
Joined On 10/28/2014 1:33:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These are all fantasies! In any dictatorship, there will only be a struggle not to starve to death. You will always be hungry! What is the

motivation to keep you alive? Or happy? If you are not productive, then why should anyone cater to your needs? You become an

unnecessary encumbrance. A nation's prosperity is proportional to its freedom. Why? Because under the conditions of freedom you can

be most productive. Production is man's method of survival. If you don't produce, there is no reason to keep you alive. Don't be seduced

into believing these fantasies! Don't be stupid!
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Sanbruno69
Joined On 10/2/2021 8:49:58 AM
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THANK GOD I CUT THE CORD in 2005! I know nothing!! "What me worry"?
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MasterSweatt
Joined On 2/18/2022 5:57:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For some strange reason the comments are turned off on the video. I wonder why that could be. Too bad we can't see the dislikes

anymore.
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she25388
Joined On 7/9/2015 1:04:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for your wonderful and timely insights. I totally agree with everything you stated and appreciate all you do and endure to not

only make us more aware of what is really going on, but also your courage and conviction in standing up for our sovereignty snd rights.

Keep up the good work!!
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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Found myself stuck on a useless covid thread. I couldn't believe the way they were putting down Dr. Malone - I'm shocked at the way the

article is written, constantly putting down anyone who not vax crazy or likeminded. I've never understood how asshats who make a site to

open people's eyes - don't understand just how fast they are closing people's hearts with their stupidity in the way they handle the

situation. Even now, knowing everything we know, how they think is extremely eye opening. If you didn't get the vax, you're a problem to

society. The comments below were horrendous to anyone who didn't agree.  I can't believe the hate being spewed.

No thank you! But see you in ^ve years... hope everything worked out for you and your boosters!  ... If you can't see how the world is being

shanghaied right now - if the only thing you can spout is what is sold to you by MSM or Fauci, then you aren't searching deep enough. This

is genocide - the spikes in heat attacks and strokes are insane AND HAPPENING RIGHT NOW, and that's just up to the two-year mark, you

don't want to know what's to come between the 5 & 10 year marks.  In other news, our friend told us his 48 yo nephew had a heart attack -

worked out, health minded, but they said it was the result of high cholesterol. I had to literally bite my tongue, glad I didn't bite it off, but

these are medical workers and all of them have had their shots and boosters.

I noticed the one, he's a surgeon, has shaky hands and I wanted so badly to ask him if it was affecting his work and if it started after the

shots... and of course if they think 48 is young for a heart attack and how long ago did he have his booster and had they read anything on

the shots affecting the heart? But instead I said, "I'm so sorry."  I just couldn't open that can of worms - the two sides aren't like minded. "If

the shot didn't hurt me, it must be safe..." It's what they think.
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Siggysauer
Joined On 10/8/2021 8:12:55 AM
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Lovetosing: yes, young people are dropping like “`ies”! When will the others wake the f#$k up?! Sometimes I make a remark like “I

wonder when they got their last booster”, and sometimes I say nothing, just nod my head and give my condolences, depending on

who I’m talking to. There are soooo many people dying from brain aneurysms as well! The criminals need to pay for their crimes

against humanity, and SHAME on the doctors promoting these poisonous shots!
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Jim_Bo
Joined On 6/2/2014 8:27:48 AM
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Dr. Mercola and colleagues are the real Free Press in today's world. Thank you! BigPharma/Special Interests have bought out lamestream

media that brainwash anyone who watches/listens to/reads. Thanks also Top Posters for your sound insights.
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correspondencecommitte
Joined On 12/24/2020 10:00:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Withway (2022) winteroakpress.^les.wordpress.com/.../thewithway-w4.pdf
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good, encouraging article
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Smartphone veri^cation = PROOF OF ZOMBIEISM! The brainwashing and conditioning is almost complete!
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah, all that's needed now are surgical implants, or a USB connector at the base of the skull.
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Hi, Grulla. I guarantee you that the Lemmings will 'demand' to be microchipped and have what's left of their brain uploaded to the

"cloud"? Could you imagine microsoft having total access to your thoughts?
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No, I don't think so. This is not what I want or will accept for my life.
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Today in Europe. Plan for huge facial recognition system raises concerns: 'Wasn't this a conspiracy theory?' Robin de Boer 9 April 2022 In

Europe, the police and the judiciary have been exchanging data with each other for more than 15 years. This is regulated by the Treaty of

Prüm. The European Commission is now working on Prüm II, which will also regulate the sharing of photo databases and facial

recognition, RTL Nieuws writes. Critics argue that the live and automatic monitoring using facial recognition makes everyone suspicious

and that everyone is closely monitored for no reason.

Broad ban For example, the police can easily see how often you visit a certain place or participate in demonstrations. These seem like

minor objections, but such surveillance does not ^t in a free, open society, thinks Bits of Freedom. “We oppose massive biometric

databases and the surveillance that takes place with them. That is why we are ^ghting for a broad ban on biometric surveillance, such as

facial recognition in public places," the privacy watchdog tweeted.

Extremely dangerous development Energy advisor Simone Juffermans responds: “Wasn't this a conspiracy theory?” Annet Wood, who

researches organ donation, adds: “Wasn't this a wappies claim?!” Forum for Democracy criticizes the plans. “The European Commission

wants to start using facial recognition on the street. This form of biometric identi^cation – coupled with our digital ID – intensi^es mass

surveillance to Chinese proportions. An exceptionally dangerous development that FVD will oppose," the party writes.
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pikiverschueren
Joined On 4/13/2014 7:15:30 AM
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Such a fantastic piece! Spot on!
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Charly ali
Joined On 12/13/2007 12:12:33 AM
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Water and Spirit refers to Baptism, which cleanses the body and mind.
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wil7144
Joined On 2/13/2018 3:55:45 AM
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Brilliant. LOVE is all there is. More @ http://www.hermesspeaks.com/  http://www.con-monsters.uk/    http://www.ragallery.co.uk/

 www.pinterest.co.uk/.../_created
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TonyRyan
Joined On 2/7/2010 10:51:00 PM
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navisos34... You are an unusually intuitive person. I think you are right. In fact, I'm not the only person who took this line of thought

further and speculated that this is an evolutionary correction, to prevent humanity from psychotically and aggressively making itself

extinct. When the pendulum swings back, it will be with a universal swing away from the unilateral model of decision-making (ie

leadership, representationalism, dictatorship), to local, regional, and national consensus on the part of all citizens; each according to his

means and ability.
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seedsaver37
Joined On 4/28/2020 2:58:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The "kid who want's to be data" is complete ^ction. It is taken from an interesting TV DRAMA series called "Years and Years" which

showed a rather depressing future. Being on the BBC doesn't make it news. The second one was an ad to capture your attention, which is

what all ads do. Why should this bother you? Really, you might as well call all sci-^ ^lms propaganda, though they are only intended as

entertainment.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/9/2022 4:16:04 AM
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John21601
Joined On 5/6/2021 2:06:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry...I've given up on humanity. The evil going on is beyond anyone's comprehension. The only hope I have left is for a better life to

come. That idea was good enough for a pagan like Socrates, Jesus promised it for Christians, time will tell.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/9/2022 4:09:05 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Big`etch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Its time for those advanced enough to give up thier beliefs and ideas of what humanity is. Time does not " tell " for instance.

Reality is ALWAYS here and now and is a state of consciousness. Socrates knew his message was not being grasped. Even Plato

had trouble comprehending. Had to smile when you said " good enough for a pagan " He moved on willingly unlike J.C. who

complained until the end. Both had there roles of course for different streams of spiritual levels.  Graduation time is here once

more...and the beat goes on.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/9/2022 4:28:44 AM
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DeDannan
Joined On 3/10/2022 7:21:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jesus used metaphors such as, the kingdom was spread out upon the earth and men so not see it, and only a few enter as it

involves travelling the narrow road and passing through a narrow gate. That tells me the world will always be more or less

dominated by unhealthy levels of sel^shness. The masses don't ever seem to ^nd the way out, some individuals do, and that is

enough because there is so much power in that, it can expand freedom, but not totally.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/9/2022 8:35:30 AM
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

HI DeDannan, you said ^rst, "Religions are also a form of mind control!" and now you are talking about Jesus and that only a few

can enter the Kingdom. Is that not a contradiction, or is there more to it? What part is the mind control? Or do you mean Jesus

original teaching is different from the teaching of the church? And what do you think the Kingdom is? Jesus speaks about Water

and Spirit, what does He mean?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/9/2022 9:52:55 AM
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TonyRyan
Joined On 2/7/2010 10:51:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can be as positive, spiritual, and loving as possible, and still they will come, hold you down and stab you with killer mRNA.  Or you can

learn from history and ^ght for freedom. While the chattering classes will march staunchly to confront Parliament or Congress,

embracing peaceful non-violent protest, the slaughterhouse managers will smile knowingly, because the Elites that made them also made

Mohandas Gandhi.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/9/2022 12:17:05 AM
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navisos34
Joined On 10/9/2017 12:07:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have also been reading about a drastic realignment of world economies, as a result of the Ukranian war, which actually goes way

beyond economics and tends to negate the trend of globalization, which fuels this current nightmare of technocracy. Humanity

seems to have effective ways of countering crises, especially those that ultimately threaten its very existence. I am quite con^dent

that the outcome will be positive.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/9/2022 12:55:07 AM
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NobleElf17
Joined On 9/5/2020 7:12:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Because any of this worked for countries where big business, politics, and the military conspired against their Peoples, in modern day,

after 1900? Mercola lives in a dream world.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/9/2022 8:47:22 AM
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Bioweapons Expert
Speaks Out About US
Biolabs in Ukraine
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